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Study Methods
Media coverage too often gives us a disconnected view of events. We see shards of violence,
not the whole. In fact, the attacks in Paris and Brussels were part of a continuing campaign
of terrorism that began in 2014. Many of the earlier events attracted less international
attention because police intervened before the terrorists were able to carry out their
plans, or because their attacks failed. By connecting the events, we were able to discern
more about the group behind the campaign. And this, in turn, told us more about the
subculture from which this terrorist enterprise emerged, and the conditions that created this
subculture. In a way, it was an anthropological inquiry to see what observed behavior can
tell us about the society that produces it.

Findings
•

•
•
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The network responsible for the terrorist campaign combined fighters returning from Syria
with local confederates who provided the returnees with logistical support and additional
recruits. This combination enhanced the group’s operational capabilities.
The relationships among the participants preceded the terrorist campaign. Many were petty
criminals and had carried out crimes or served in prison together.
The terrorist network emerged from a subculture that transcended the criminal underworld
and a radicalized underground. While these young men went to Syria to fight for the Islamic
State, some saw Syria as a base from which to launch a terrorist campaign at home.
This subculture has roots in the conditions that prevail in some of the immigrant diaspora in
Europe, making it a broader societal problem, but European authorities also point to a longterm, radicalization campaign that instigates violence.

•

•

•

It is not clear whether the Islamic State was the incubator or, as French authorities believe, the
central command behind the attacks. The network appears to be the creation of a terrorist
entrepreneur who the Islamic State either ordered or exploited to carry out a terrorist campaign in
Europe.
The criminal backgrounds of the participants enabled them to easily acquire weapons on the black
market. Those returning from Syria were clearly a more violent bunch—they carried out most of the
suicide bombings or died in shootouts with police.
European authorities were overwhelmed by the sudden increase in the volume of homegrown
terrorists and those heading to or returning from Syria.
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Policy Recommendations
•

•
•
•

While this particular network has been largely dismantled, a number of suspects remain at large
and the embryos of new networks have been uncovered. The terrorist threat to Europe remains
high.
Intelligence has proved critical in preventing attacks. Cooperation among European governments
needs to be improved.
The number of Americans going to Syria is a fraction of that seen in Europe. And domestic
intelligence efforts have proved remarkably effective in uncovering terrorist plots.
Attacks in Europe and plots in the United States indicate that attacks on public transportation are
in the terrorist playbooks and will remain favored terrorist targets.
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